
Your Private 

Guardian  



maximum  

ULTRA 

Floor standing unit with 

massive storage capacity 

(up to 12 drawers) 

COMPACT 

Desktop unit with five 

drawers maximum  

FRAME 

A space saving  wall- 

mounted unit for low 

storage capacity 

OVERVIEW 

MATRIX MyBox is the most advanced self-

deposit system for personal belonging such as  

phones, keys, wallets, laptops and others. 

Where ever you wish to allow random visitors or 

selected users to self-deposit private objects with 

the most secure and advance system – MATRIX 

will be your best choice   



1. IDENTIFICATION   

The drawers are locked. 

Each user will need to 

identify in order to proceed 

 

Biometrical,  personal tag 

or typing user code are 

optional   

DOCUMENTATION  

In order to increase 

system safety, every 

activity is recorded by a 

unique video camera 

●recording 

HOW DOES IT WORK 

2. ASSIGNING COMPARTMENT  

The system will assign private 

compartment which will pop-up open 

automatically after the user pulls the 

illuminated drawer 

 

The specific compartment will 

reopen only by the same user 
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The compartments configuration can be adjust in order to achieve maximum capacity 

utilization 

ENDLESS STORAGE CAPABILITIES  

MATRIX FRAME 

Up to 66 cellular 

phone compartments  

 

Bigger sizes are 

available 



Storage compartments 

Drawer depth = 50mm (2 inch) Drawer depth = 75mm (2.9 inch) Drawer depth = 100mm (3.9 inch) 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

66
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15 inch Touchscreen 

√ UPS 

optional Biometric reader 

optional Barcode scanner  

optional Proximity reader 

optional Security video camera 

optional Network connection 

CE/UL/CA Standard certification 

30kg (66lb) Drawer weight 

100kg (220lb) Cabinet weight (without 
drawer) 

Black & silver Color 

12 inch Touchscreen 

√ UPS 

optional Biometric reader 

optional Barcode scanner  

optional Proximity reader 

optional Security video camera 

optional Network connection 

CE/UL/CA Standard certification 

17kg (38lb) Drawer weight 

40kg (88lb) Cabinet weight (without 
drawer) 

Black & silver Color 

8 inch Touchscreen 

optional UPS 

optional Biometric reader 

optional Barcode scanner  

optional Proximity reader 

optional Security video camera 

√ Network connection 

CE/UL/CA Standard certification 

36kg (79lb) Weight 

Black & silver Color 

ULTRA COMPACT FRAME 



SELF OPERATED 

FAST DEPOSIT 

SECURE STORAGE 

ELIMINATES CORPORATE 

RESPONSIBILITY 

IMPROVE SERVICE 



SECTORS 

MILITARY 

 

The system is suitable for 

every application where you 

wish to allow visitors, 

employees or customers to 

easily secure their phones, 

wallets, keys, money, 

laptops, passports and other 

private objects with the most 

advanced self-operated 

system 

CORPORATES 

BANKS 

RESIDENTIAL 

PRISON 

HOTELS / CASINOS 

GYMS 

GOVERNMENTAL 

COURTS 



ABOUT US 

www.matrix-cabinet.com 

“Shafir systems”, a member of the IMC 

group is one of the world leading 

suppliers of advanced computerized 

systems for over 35 years  

The MATRIX system is a state of the art 

storing device which offers endless 

properties and implementation options 

for securing and controlling valuable 

objects 

The system is well known as one of the 

most reliable and cost effective products 

thanks to its patented mechanism   

We invite you to join thousands of 

satisfied customers around the world 

who adopted the MATRIX for their 

core activities   

629 Phoenix Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 23452
sales@seksolutions.com    1-866-601-1671
www.seksolutions.com
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